
A red ribbon... 
This symbol of a red ribbon continually winds through my life as a designer. I have learned to recognise the abundant choices accessible in 
the world of Italian Haute Couture. I am fortunate in being able to weave together all of the extraordinary materials, exceptional manufac-
turing, and the depth of knowledge I‘ve acquired into each beautifully crafted piece for my Limited Edition collection.

Elena Berton Philosophy



The reason of my engagement in this very special production came from witnessing the depressing trend in the Italian marketplace. So many of the artisans that have mastered 
their craft have seen their designs, styles, almost their way of life, disappear into a pirated version overseas. I felt such an enormous responsibility to retain as best as I could the 
elemental control of the Made in Italy label. This is a completely powerful, truthful motivation for me and is essential to who I am and what I strive to bring to the customers in 
the stores. 
This cooperation enables me to support the collaborative Italian manufactures and allows us to assure them a future. 



My days of designing start with sourcing the cow hides which are exclusively Italian and are subjected to a delicate but complex tanning process using natural organic extracts 
derived from tree barks - this is what gives the leather it‘s extraordinary suppleness and strength.

Italian Trade for Eternity



Each item in my limited edition collection is unique and tells the story of my passion and craftsmanship from the skilled hands of Italian artisans. 150 hours of intricate manual 
labour are needed to demonstrate the original sense of our inspiration that is reveal in each unique piece. 2500 micro studs have been sewn into the leather one by one in order 
to transform its edges into countless brilliant drops. Visionary and inspirational of Haute Couture. 

Haute Couture Collection



I work exclusivly with leading Italian companies awarded for the conscientious working conditions, sustainability and environmental awareness by recycling all the production 
remnants. 

Sustainable Luxury



Timeless treasures of Italian craftsmanship

My values are embedded in timeless objects, expressing handcrafted beauty in its most essential forms as luxury for me is assured quality and uncompromised integrity.



Working with organically tanned leather requires patience and composure, which is needed while waiting for the longer periods in the production of the hides, as well as the 
highly sought after skilled professionals that show such deftness in their individual craft.



Uncompromised Quality

160m of leather ribbon and 16 hours of handweaving are required to manufacture just one of our handbags. The woven shell is soaked in a natural dye, then dried, and then a 
second layer of color is applied. It takes almost 5 days to complete one bag with a total of 14 different manual steps. 





Every step of production passes through the hands of exceptional, accomplished Italian artisans who have generations of experience behind them. Each master works hard to 
invest care and pride in their work - a true labor of love. 

Handcrafted Beauty



This bag is composed of 25 elements. The lining inside is made of leather that is just as precious as it‘s outside, creating a beautiful interior for this bag. From the first stroke of 
the art design to the actual manufacturing, each bag is unique.



We only use exeptional materials for our limited collection, like this hand painted python skin.







Le Mani Invisibili - Italian Trade for Eternity

In this book I take you on a journey into the sites of precious artisitic traditions and productions.Over the years I have met people capable and 
proud of doing and redoing all production steps in order to achieve a result as close as possible to perfection.  To those passionate and proud 
masters of excellence I dedicate this book, homage to a hidden and silent work keeping alive an antique art: the Art of the Handmade. 
,,Le Mani Invisibili“ is winner of two prestigious awards : MGA Book Award and ICMA Award of Excellence. 
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